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A Swell Idea! 

by Phil Boarer & the Mundy family 

Solent to  
St Vaast 

 

20—21 September 
2008 
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Having enjoyed what the great British summer had to 
offer this year, a number of us were keen to make use 
of the Indian summer that had been forecast. After a 
number of emails and phone calls, a plan was hatched 
to run from the Solent to St Vaast, where we would 
spend the night, before returning home on Sunday.  
 

The morning of the 20th was sunny and, at this time of 
the day, no more than a F2 Easterly greeted us, with a 
forecast of a max 20 mph Easterly expected. We had 
arranged to meet up at No Mans Land Fort for 10ish. 6 
ribs were expected: Roy and Mary Smith (Cookie Jar) 
and Phil Boarer and crew Jason (Syncro) had already 
met at Hayling having launched from Northney and 
Chichester. We arrived at the fort to be met by the 
Mundys (Loujescha) booted and suited, ready for  
whatever the seas had to throw at them. Within a  
Minute, ‘Wing Commander’ Deacon (Hot Lemon) was 
charging down on us, coming through the Solent from 
Lymington with Chris Strickland (Seahound) who looked 
relaxed, as ever, his elbows over the cabin windscreen. 
(Think he gets that pose from Mr Puddifoot.) They were 
shortly followed by Martin Humphry and Peter in the 
10m Scorpion Pioneer (Yellow Mellow). Martin Mundy 
had struck a deal with ‘Wing Co’ Deacon meaning he 
was to take Louisa, Jessica and Charlotte on Hot Lemon 
for, supposedly, some greater levels of comfort and  
security.  

After all the hellos, we made for the off. Bearing in mind 
the female Mundys had selected this travelling option, 
we watched and attempted to follow Hot Lemon out 
past Bembridge at some 50 knots! With an out-loud 
chuckle, I suggested to my crew that he hang on as this 
was going to be a good one.  
 

Within 5 miles of the Isle Of Wight, we noticed a  
decidedly larger and unexpected sea state which  
appeared to be becoming lumpier by the mile. After 10 
miles, all port-side crew were receiving their secong 
showers of the day. This was it for the next 70 odd 
miles, oh dear, 2m high lumpy swell with a very short 
spacing. We continued to battle through, heading for 
our waypoints.  
 

Each rib seemed to be happier running at different 
speeds so, with good radio contact and visibility, we 
would run for short periods and re-group, noticing more 
of us looking somewhat damp at each re-group but still 
smiling. As we continued we would often hear the prop 
of a fellow RIB as she was kicked off each lump of short 
swell and both the cruisers had a lot of air time,  
crashing down with noticeable thuds on each lump of 
swell. The two smaller 8.1m RIBs, with only single  
outboards and lesser boat weight, seemed to corkscrew 
a lot, as the aggressiveness of the swell never let up. 
The day went to Martin Mundy with his 8.75m with  

Entrance to St Vaast harbour 

Phil Boarer - are all those 
empty glasses yours?! 

Commodore Chris perusing the menu 
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single diesel inboard: she seemed to make light work of 
the seas, always looking very comfortable and keeping 
up a good speed. But hey, doesn’t everyone else  
always seem to look as if they are running smoother 
than you?! 
 

At last the coast line of France was upon us and, as the 
seas flattened off, looking around at our fellow ribbers 
it was great to see everyone was smiling, probably all 
thinking the same: whose silly idea was it to come to St 
Vaast in a F5 touching a 6, Easterly?! Not guilty, Your 
Honour, I was there to make up the numbers!! 
 

It was with some relief that we moored up in St Vaast. 
St Vaast is a lovely fishing village with a well  
maintained harbour, good facilities and friendly staff. 
One can understand why this town is so popular with 
mariners. The town is clean and tidy with a fantastic 
selection of cake shops! After checking that the RIBs 
were all ok, we made our way to the B&B’s. Yep, even 
the Mundys had got a room for the night this time!  

We all met up again in the evening at a local  
restaurant. The meal was a great opportunity for the 
group to share ribbing stories and recover from the 
crossing. 
 

The next morning the weather was bright; clear blue 
skies and brilliant sunshine, although the wind seemed 
somewhat stronger than the previous day. Before  
leaving, a few basic repairs were made – mainly  
tightening up engine mountings. Mike Deacon had  
suggested that we leave the harbour at slack tide 
which would be about 2.30pm. Mellow Yellow decided 
to leave earlier to get a head start.  
 

If what greeted us was slack tide, I would not want to 
see any other sort of tide! Hot Lemon was clearly  
prepared for what would welcome us outside of the 
protective harbour walls; Mike quickly got onto the 
plane and raced out of the harbour. Hot Lemon, which 
included Louisa and Jess Mundy as support crew, then 
waited for the others to join them. The waves were 

Roy Smith 
caught  
catnapping 

The Mundy family Roy & Mary Smith 

BIBOA’s French HQ (aka Hotel de France) 
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large – certainly large enough for me! I was only told 
after the trip that if the wind is in the East then St 
Vaast should be avoided! But all the RIBs looked great 
as they picked up speed and headed for home. Syncro, 
and Cookie Jar both looked happy. Charlotte had  
decided to accompany Martin on Loujescha and looked 
totally relaxed, despite the huge waves. What a brave 
ribster she is! 
 

With a Force 6 coming at us on the nose, the first hour 
of the return trip was rough and very tiring; for those 
ribsters on the starboard side the crossing proved a 
wet one. At this point, all the RIBs had slowed down 
and were taking it steady. As we neared the first  
shipping lane, conditions began to improve slightly,  
allowing the RIBs to travel at about 30 knots.  
 

Two hours later and the welcome sight of the Isle of 
Wight greeted us. The waves had reduced, but  
conditions were still bumpy. It was with some  

trepidation that Louisa and Jess had to perform a boat 
to boat transfer. With Hot Lemon and Loujescha  
manoeuvring superbly, the swap was performed with 
certain elegance! With a wave to Hot Lemon and Sea 
Hound , the group split into two to get home.  

The last part of the trip was pleasurable – the waves 
had smoothed out, the sun was shining and the wind 
was down to a comfortable force 3. All was well! 
 

Loujescha arrived back in Portsmouth Harbour at  
approximately 5.30pm. The RIB had performed well 
with no problems. As for the crew, nothing that a visit 
to the chiropractor won’t sort out!  
 

All agreed it had been an enjoyable trip and the 
Mundys are looking forward to another visit to St Vaast 
next year – as long as the wind isn’t an Easterly! 
 

Finally, big thanks to Mike on Hot Lemon for taking on 
extra crew for the weekend! 

Phil Boarer shows us his bottom! 

Yellow Mellow 

Loujescha 

Cookie Jar, Loujescha & Syncro 

Syncro 

Sea Hound 


